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Features

The device is equipped with a bubble level to verify 

immediately the device inclinations respect to the ground. 

The bubble level zero much the device sensor.

If necessary, it is possible to adjust the zero of device at 

any time, sending a properly CANbus command.

It is also possible modify the sensor configuration in order 

to made it more suitable to the application where it is used, 

by means properly CANbus messages. 

See the documentations about CAN bus protocol for more 

information.

The sensor is not equipped with an internal termination 

resistance. See connection s indication to use the 

termination resistance in the CANbus line.

Setting

FIPR-C is equipped with 2 red LEDs near the connector 

and they are used to show the sensor status:

- both LEDs ON: The device is powered and it works 

properly in its measurement range. - one of two LED 

FLASH every two second: device is not in a correct 

“operational" status. Send again a NMT message

- both LEDs FLASHING twice per second: device is 

working in a not correct measurement range

- one of two LED FLASHING twice per second: The 

device is failure

Description

Angle sensor FIPR-C is a device able to measure the bi-
axial inclination with respect to the horizontal plane. 
Measure is based on an integrate acceleration sensor.

The inclination value is sent cyclically to the CANbus line 
using two different messages which have a different 
NodeID. 

The CAN bus complies with CAN bus specification 
version 2.0b and the protocol is CANopen compatible.

Thanks to its redundancy which reduces the probability of 
failure; this device could be use as safety component.

It can operate in the measurement range up to ±45 
degrees. Inclination measuring is based on high accuracy 
accelerometer IC.

If the inclination exceeds ±45 degrees the value is 
trimmed and limited to this range.

Each inclination sensor is factory calibrated at 25 °C to 
guarantee high accuracy. 

The inclination sensor has hardware and software filters 
to reduce interference of vibrations.

Connections

Dual-axis redundant CAN-bus angle sensor

Male 24 way connector (view from side pin)

NOTE:
- connecting together TER S1 pins, 
 120ohm CAN bus line termination 
 will be  enabled on SENSOR 1
- connecting together TER S2 pins, 
 120ohm CAN bus line termination 
 will be  enabled on SENSOR 2

SENSOR 2 SENSOR 1

Power supply
(+ Positive)

sensor 1

Power supply
(- Negative)

sensor 1

Power supply
(+ Positive)

sensor 2

Power supply
(- Negative)

sensor 2
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X+ axis

Y+ axis

Y- axisX- axis

130 x 128 x 38 mm

OKOK
OKOK

130 x 128 x 38 mm

10 ÷ 30 Vdc

-40 ÷ +70 °C

max 20 mA

IP67

Power supply

Working temperature range

Current absorption

Seal integrity 

Resolution

Accuracy

Measurement range for each axis

Temperature drift

0,1 degrees

±45 degrees

0,01 degrees/°C

0,16 degrees

Technical specifications

 Axis definition 

Y-Axis - Example

Inclination Angle: 350° Inclination Angle: 0° Inclination Angle: 10°

Inclination Angle: 350° Inclination Angle: 0° Inclination Angle: 10°

X-Axis - Example

Digital output protection short circuit, overvoltage

Dimensions

Installation instructions

The FIPR-C must be mounted in accordance with the recommendations given below to ensure the correct 
working.

horizontal 
surface

Ordering code:

PSDPA82_ _ _ 

                  Female 24 way connector

 

  Code:       FIPR-C card:     

: PCVF247 
                     (with accessories)

                 

xxx - customized version
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